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1. Introduction  

Analysts use their business process model to find out the latest business process and become a 
reference for future development. Unfortunately, modification of a business process model becomes 
forgotten in a system that has fast-growing requirements. Thus, changes in a process model are not in 
line with changes in the system. Because of that, algorithms for automatically detecting a business 
process model are needed. A set of those algorithms is called process discovery. Several topics implement 
process discovery, such as business [1]–[8], fraud [9]–[11], and advertising [12]. Several findings process 
combination of tuples to depict relationships and conditions, such as invisible tasks, parallel 
relationships, and non-free choice, and combine them into a process model [13]–[16]. Other researches 
calculate the frequency of activities occurrences to determine the conditions and relationships [5], [17]–
[19]. Probabilities of the Hidden Markov Model are also used to decide the relationships in a process 
model [1], [20]. 

Out of all algorithms, there is a graph-based algorithm that depicts a process model by processing a 
graph-database. This algorithm chose a graph-database to be processed because a graph-database can 
store not only activities but also their relationships. The ability for storing relationships is claimed to 
produce low time complexity. The graph-database algorithm has improved, so there are a group of 
graph-database algorithms containing a graph-based algorithm of the parallel process [21], a graph-based 
algorithm of processes containing non-free choice which is proposed by the author, a graph-based 
algorithm of processes containing invisible task [22].   

Graph-based algorithms which are analyzed by this paper are limited because the graph utilization in 
process discovery is rare. Graph algorithm is usually implemented in knowledge mining [23]–[26] and 
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image classification [27]–[31]. Yan [19] proposed a graph algorithm for process mining; however, this 
algorithm is not discussed in this paper because the graph is used for decomposing the log and that 
paper uses rules of the heuristic miner for depicting a process model.   

This research analyzes all of the graph-based algorithms. Several questions guide this research to 
analyze; Q(1) What are issues that are handled by graph-based algorithms? Q(2) How graph-based 
algorithms handle those issues? Q(3) How is the quality of graph-based algorithms in the context of 
time complexity and performance of its results?  

To answer the last question, this research uses fitness and precision measurements in [4], [32] to 
determine the performance of the obtained process model. Fitness is a measurement of completeness of 
a model based on the process in a log. Precision is a measurement of conformity of model behavior with 
a log. This research compares graph-database algorithms with widely used algorithm, Alpha miner [33] 
and its expansions, i.e. Alpha++ [15] that concerns with non-free choice constructs, Alpha# [34] that 
detects invisible tasks for describing some special conditions, and Alpha$ [16] that combines Alpha++ 
and Alpha# for detecting non-free choice in invisible tasks. 

2. Method 

2.1. Issues in Discovering Process Models 

2.1.1. Parallel Relationships 

In a process model, an activity has a relationship with other activities. There is a condition when two 
activities are related to each other for all processes, or activity have relationships with more than one 
activity. A sequential relationship is a condition when an activity always followed by the same activity for 
all processes. On the contrary, a parallel relationship is a condition when an activity has different related 
activities. Table 1 explains both of sequential and parallel relationships. 

Table 1.  A process model containing parallel relationships.  

1. Sequential Relationships 

Processes in the Log Process model 

{Act_1, Act_2}, {Act_1, Act_2}, 

{Act_1, Act_2} 
 

2. Parallel relationships 

2.1 XOR relationships 

{Act_1, Act_2, Act_5}, {Act_1, Act_3, 

Act_5}, {Act_1, Act_3, Act_5} 

 
2.2 AND relationships 

{Act_1, Act_2, Act_3, Act_4, Act_5}, 

{Act_1, Act_3, Act_4, Act_2, Act_5}, 
{Act_1, Act_4, Act_2, Act_3, Act_5} 

 

2.3 OR relationships 

{Act_1, Act_2, Act_3, Act_5}, {Act_1, 

Act_3, Act_4, Act_5}, {Act_1, Act_4, 
Act_2, Act_5} 
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This research uses YAWL notation [35], [36] to depict those relationships. In the first event log, 
activity Act_1 always followed by Act_2 for those three processes. This condition is called a sequential 
relationship which is depicted by a place (a circle) and connectors between the place and activities. 
Parallel relationships [21] are divided into three categories. First, activities are included in the XOR 
relationship if only one of them is selected in a process. As seen in Table 1, there is only one of the 
activities {Act_2, Act_3, Act_4} that is executed in every process. The triangle signs in both of Act_1 
and Act_5 describe XOR relationships by using YAWL. Secondly, AND relationships occur if all 
activities are executed in every process with a different order of executions. The example log is shown in 
Table 1, wherein {Act_2, Act_3, Act_4} are executed with different sequences. Lastly, OR relationships 
depict conditions that cannot be handled by AND relationships and XOR relationships. The example is 
shown in Table 1. All processes only execute two out of three activities, i.e. {Act_2, Act_3, Act_4}. This 
condition does not meet the rule of XOR relationship and AND relationship. Because of that, this 
condition is depicted by OR relationship. The OR relationship is denoted by diamond signs in YAWL 
notation. 

Process discovery determines AND or OR relationships in two ways. The first way is considering the 
sequence of activities, and the second way is considering the time execution of activities. Mostly process 
discovery algorithm, such as graph-based algorithm, chooses the first way. Meanwhile, there are 
researches that determine those relationships by using the second way [37], [38]. 

2.1.2. Non-Free Choice 

With the development of processes, both parallel and sequential relationships cannot handle all 
conditions. There are several conditions requiring special depiction. One of the conditions is the 
selection of activity in a parallel relationship is influenced by the selection of activities in the previous 
parallel relationship. This condition triggers a non-free choice.  

A non-free choice is an additional implicit dependency in a process model for describing the election 
dependence between an activity and its previous activity [1], [15].  The simplified example is shown in 
Table 2. Based on the event log, Act_5 always executed when Act_2 is chosen, vice versa for Act_6. The 
real example is part of choosing transportation online. In the application, there is two option of 
transportation online, such as a motorcycle and a car. Even if there are two choices, when a customer 
bought large stuff, he chooses a car rather than a motorcycle. Conversely, if a customer bought small or 
no stuff, most likely he chooses a motorcycle. The relationship between the selection of transportation 
online and the selection of stuff is depicted by non-free choice.  

Table 2.  A process model containing non-free choice relationships. 

Non-free choice Relationships 

Processes in the Log Process model 

{Act_1, Act_2, Act_4, Act_5, Act_7}, { Act_1, 

Act_3, Act_4, Act_6, Act_7} 

 

 

There are several ways to depict a non-free choice in a process model. Both of YAWL and Petri Net 
model uses a place and arcs to connect the place and the activities. The additional place is depicted by a 
grey circle in Table 2. In the graph model, the non-free choice is depicted by an arc with the name is 
“NONFREE CHOICE”. Process discovery algorithms determine non-free choice by observing the 
behavior of activities in the process model. If an activity of selection is executed when the activity of 
previous selection is chosen, process discovery algorithm detects those relationships as NONFREE 
CHOICE. 
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2.1.3. Invisible tasks 

Besides non-free choice, several conditions cannot be handled by both parallel and sequential 
relationships. Those conditions are skip condition, redo condition, and switch condition.  

The first condition is a skip condition. Skip condition happens if several processes skipped one or 
more activities. The skip condition is detected by comparing the processes with other processes. If a 
process executes two activities, such as Act_1 and Act_3, and another process executes other activities 
between Act_1 and Act_3, this is called skip condition. Table 3 explains a skip condition in the event 
log and the process model. As shown in Table 3, there is a skip condition when activity Act_1 can 
directly be followed by Act_3. An invisible task is added to depict this condition. 

The second condition is a redo condition. Redo condition happens if several activities in a process 
are executed more than one time. The redo condition is detected by calculating the execution frequency 
of activities in a process. If a process executes two activities, such as Act_2 and Act_3, and those activities 
are stored more than one time in a process, this condition is called redo condition. Table 3 explains a 
redo condition in the event log and the process model. As shown in Table 3, there is a redo condition 
when activity Act_2 and Act_3 has more than one execution time in a process. An invisible task is added 
to depict this condition. 

Table 3.  A process model containing invisible tasks relationships. 

Invisible Tasks 

Invisible Tasks for handling skip conditions 

Processes in the Log Process model 

{Act_1, Act_2, Act_3}, {Act_1, Act_3}, 

{Act_1, Act_3} 

 

Invisible tasks for handling redo conditions 

{Act_1, Act_2, Act_3, Act_2, Act_3, Act_4}, 

{ Act_1, Act_2, Act_3, Act_2, Act_3, Act_4} 

 

Invisible tasks for handling switch conditions 

{Act_1, Act_2, Act_4, Act_6}, {Act_1, Act_2, 
Act_5, Act_6}, {Act_1, Act_3, Act_5, Act_6} 

 

 

2.2. Description of Method 

2.2.1. Alpha Miner 

Alpha Miner algorithm is a deterministic process discovery algorithm that develops causality of 
activities based on the event log [39]. Alpha Miner discovers a process model that has sequence 
relationships or parallel relationships, such as XOR relationship and AND relationship. The alpha 
algorithm utilizes workflow-nets in the form of Petri Nets [40], [41]. 

Alpha Miner creates tuples for constructing a process model. There are some rules for determining 
a tuple (ActGroup1, ActGroup2). There can be one or more activities in ActGroup1 or ActGroup2. Those 
rules are: 
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1. All of the activities in ActGroup1 and ActGroup2 are stored in the event log. 

2. All of the activities in ActGroup1 have casual dependencies with all activities in ActGroup2. A causal 
dependency denoted by → occurs if an activity is followed by another activity, but another activity is 
not followed by the activity. For example, based on a process KR, K has a causal dependency with R 
because activity K is followed by activity R and activity R is not followed by activity K.  

3. All of the activities in ActGroup1 do not have casual dependencies each other, likewise all activities 
in ActGroup2. 

4. If there are two tuples that have the same activity in ActGroup1 or the same activity in ActGroup2, 
those tuples can be combined into a tuple. 

5. For example, if there are two tuples, (K,R) and (K,S), it can be combined into a tuple, (K, {R,S}). 

Those obtained tuples are arranged into a process model. To arrange into a Petri-Net process model, 
Alpha Miner defines those tuples to create places, activities, and arcs. There is an initial place, an ending 
place, and a place between i and ActGroup2 for each tuple and arcs connect activities and places. For 
example, if there are two tuples, (K,{R,S}), and ({R,S},O), there are four places (an initial place, an 
ending place, and two places for each tuple) and four arcs that are used to build the process model. The 
process model based on those two tuples is shown in Fig. 1.  This process model has an XOR relationship 
between activity R and activity S.  

 

Fig. 1.  A process model by the alpha miner. 

2.2.2. Alpha++ 

Alpha++ improves Alpha Miner to depicting non-free choice in a process model forming a Petri Net 
model.  The non-free choice is depicted by adding implicit dependencies. Alpha++ forms implicit 
dependencies by adding extra-arcs and extra-places to connect the activities. The steps of the Alpha++ 
algorithm is showed in Fig. 2. The first step and the second step are the parts of the Alpha algorithm. 
Alpha++ adds the third and the four steps for creating non-free choice constructs. 

 

Fig. 2.  Steps of Alpha++ Algorithm 

There are three rules to depict the implicit dependency as the form of a non-free choice. All implicit 
dependencies are added into obtained tuples of Alpha Miner. The rule of depicting the dependencies 
are: 

 A first implicit dependency of task a and task b occurs if task a is a task of a parallel AND relationship 
that has an explicit dependency with another activity and both of another activity and task b are tasks 
of an XOR relation. 

 A second implicit dependency of task a and task b occurs if task a is a former or latter activity of AND 
relation and it has an indirect relationship with task b. 
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A third implicit dependency of task a and task b occurs if task a has an indirect relationship with task 
b, both of task a and task b are activities of XOR relation and task a has different XOR relation with task 
b. 

2.2.3. Alpha# 

Alpha# algorithm aims to detect invisible prime tasks from event logs. This algorithm is derived from 
the Alpha algorithm. Alpha# divides the prime tasks into three types, SKIP, REDO, and SWITCH. 
There are several steps of Alpha# algorithm for obtaining invisible prime tasks. 

The steps of Alpha# algorithm are similar to the Alpha++ algorithm. The different is Alpha# adds 
invisible tasks, meanwhile Alpha++ adds implicit dependencies. The steps of Alpha# can be seen in Fig. 
3. There are several steps to detect invisible tasks by Alpha# algorithm. 

 

Fig. 3.  Steps of Alpha# Algorithm 

First, Alpha# detects all mendacious dependencies between tasks and identifies redundant 

mendacious dependencies. Based on the discovered mendacious dependencies, Alpha# algorithm 
constructs invisible prime tasks. Besides, Alpha# algorithm also ensures that newly discovered 
dependencies are not composed by the others. Then, Alpha# algorithm combines new casual and parallel 

relations between invisible tasks with ones between invisible tasks and visible tasks. Finally, the set of 
visible tasks and invisible tasks establishes a process model. 

2.2.4. Alpha$ 

Alpha$ algorithm is a combination of alpha++ and alpha#. Alpha$ algorithm aims to construct a 
process model including invisible tasks and non-free choice. Alpha$ algorithm uses Petri Net for 

depicting the process model. 

 There are several steps to construct a process model using alpha$ algorithm. The steps are shown in 
Fig. 4. Alpha$ improves the rules of mendacious dependencies in a# algorithm by adding a rule to 

generate invisible tasks involved in a parallel construct. The improvement rules can solve a condition 
that cannot be handled by Alpha#. 

 

Fig. 4.  Steps of Alpha$ Algorithm 

2.2.5. Graph-Based Algorithm for Parallel Process 

Graph-Based Algorithm for Parallel Process [21] constructs a graph process model that contains 

parallel relationships by implementing several rules in a graph-database. There are three parallel 
relationships that are handled by the graph-based algorithm for the parallel processes, such as XOR, OR, 
and AND. Table 4  describes the step-by-step of a graph-based algorithm for the parallel process. 

Based on Table 4, there are several steps. The first step is storing an event log in the format of graph-
database. There is a storing process because the research cannot keep a log as a graph-database 
automatically. Then, the research discovers XOR relationship. To depict a parallel relationship, a process 
model needs Split sign and Join sign. The split sign is used to denote the beginning of a parallel 
relationship, and the join sign is used to denote the end of a parallel relationship. XOR relationship 
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occurs if several activities have only one outgoing activity. After that, the research discovers AND 
relationship. The activities are included in AND relationship if the number of outgoing arcs of the 
activity is the same as the number of outgoing arcs of its previous activity. Lastly, the OR relationship 
is discovered following the condition, i.e. activities having the number of outgoing arcs less than the 
total number of outgoing arcs of previous activity and more than 1 arc. 

Table 4.  Graph-based algorithm for the parallel process. 

No Steps of algorithm 

The input is an event log that contains names of activities, number of case or process, and execution time of activities 

1 Storing event log in the format of graph database following rules in Table 7. 

2 For a graph sequence that fulfills a format {node act1 – relation - node act2}: 

if the number of the next node of node act1 is more than 1 and the number of the previous nodes, as well as the 

next node, of node act2 is 1: 

Creating XORSPLIT relation that connects act1 and act2 

3 For a graph sequence that fulfills a format {node act1 – relation - node act2}: 

if the number of the next node of node act1 is 1 and the number of the previous node of node act2 is more than 1: 

Creating XORSPLIT relation that connects act1 and act2 

3 for a graph sequence that fulfills a format { node act1 – relation - node act2 – relation - node act3}: 

if the number of the next node of node act1 is more than 1, the number of the next node of node act3 is same 

with that of node act1, and act1 is not the next node of both of node act2 and node act3: 

Creating ANDSPLIT relation that connects act1 and act2 and ANDSPLIT relation that connects act1 and act3 

4 for a graph sequence that fulfills a format { node act2 – relation - node act3 – relation - node act1}: 

if the number of the previous node of node act1 is more than 1, the number of the next node of node act3 is same 

with the number of the previous node of node act1, and node act1 has not ANDSPLIT relation: 

Creating ANDJOIN relation that connects act2 and act1 and ANDJOIN relation that connects act3 and act1 

5 for a graph sequence that fulfills a format { node act1 – relation - node act2 – relation - node act3}: 

if the number of the next node of node act1 is more than 1, the number of the next node of node act3 is more 

than 1 and less than that of node act1, and act1 is not the next node of both of node act2 and node act3: 

Creating ORSPLIT relation that connects act1 and act2 and ORSPLIT relation that connects act1 and act3 

6 for a graph sequence that fulfills a format { node act2 – relation - node act3 – relation - node act1}: 

if the number of the previous node of node act1 is more than 1, the number of the next node of node act3 is more 

than 1 and less than the number of the previous node of node act1, and node act1 has not ORSPLIT relation: 

Creating ORJOIN relation that connects act2 and act1 and ORJOIN relation that connects act3 and act1 

The output is a graph process model containing parallel relationships 

 

2.2.6. Graph-Based Algorithm for Processes Containing Non-Free Choice 

Graph-based algorithm for processes containing non-free choice is an expansion algorithm of a 
graph-based algorithm for parallel processes. This algorithm adds the rule to obtain non-free choice in 
the graph-based algorithm for parallel processes. 

Table 5 shows the pseudocode of the graph-based algorithm for processes containing non-free choice. 
This algorithm creates an implicit dependency between two activities if that activity is in the same process 
and the beginning activity of the implicit dependency is executed before the end activity. This statement 
can be seen in the fifth step. The final result of the algorithm is a graph process model.  
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Table 5.  Graph-based algorithm for processes containing a non-free choice 

No Steps of algorithm 

The input is an event log that contains names of activities, number of case or process, and execution time of activities 

1 Converting event log following rules in Table 7. 

2 Creating a graph process model following rules in Table 4. 

3 For a sequence that fulfills {node act1, relation XORJoin, node actafter}: 

4        For a sequence that fulfills { node actbefore, relation XOR Split, node act2}: 

5              For 2 nodes, initialized by actfirst and actsecond, that are obtained from the first list of Table 7: 

6 If the name of node act1 is same with the name of node actfirst, the name of node act2 is same 
with the name of node actsecond, the number of case of node actfirst is same with node actsecond  

and the execution time of node actfirst is before the time execution of node actsecond: 

7 Creating non-free choice relation that connects node act_1 and node act_2 

The output is a graph process model containing a non-free choice 

 

2.2.7 Graph-Based Algorithm for Processes Containing Invisible Task 

Graph-based algorithm for processes containing invisible task is an expansion algorithm of a graph-
based algorithm for parallel processes. This algorithm adds the rule to obtain an invisible task in the 
graph-based algorithm for parallel processes. Table 6 shows the pseudocode of the graph-based algorithm 
for processes containing invisible tasks. This algorithm has specific steps. Those steps are executed after 
the steps of the graph-based algorithm for parallel processes are executed. This algorithm will add 
invisible task between two activities if the beginning activity has more than one outgoing relationship, 
and the name of the relationships are different. The obtained process model is formed a graph process 
model. 

Table 6.  Graph-based Algorithm for Processes Containing Invisible Tasks 

No Steps of algorithm 

The input is an event log that contains names of activities, number of case or process, and execution time of activities 

1 Converting event log following rules in Table 7. 

2 Creating a graph process model following rules in Table 4. 

3      For a graph sequence that fulfills {node act_i, relation_a, node act_1}: 

4         For a graph sequence that fulfills {node act_i, relation_b, node act_2}: 

5             if relation_a has “SPLIT” fragment and relation_b has “JOIN” fragment: 

6 Creating additional node naming Invisible_Task 

7 Creating a graph sequence that fulfills {node act_i, relation_a, Invisible_Task} 

8 Creating a graph sequence that fulfills {Invisible_Task, relation_b, node act_2} 

7 Deleting relation_b that connects node act_i and node act_2  

The output is a graph process model containing invisible tasks 

 

2.2.8. Graph-Based Approach of Processes Containing Non-Free Choice and Invisible Task 

The graph-based approach of processes containing non-free choice and the invisible task is a 
combination of a graph-based algorithm of non-free choice and graph-based algorithm of an invisible 
task. This algorithm applies the steps of an invisible task in the graph-based algorithm and then applies 
steps of non-free choice. The obtained process model is formed in the graph process model. 

All of the graph-based algorithms contain steps for converting event logs. The input of graph-based 
algorithms is the event log that includes case identifications, activities, and execution times. The format 
of the event log is CSV format. The output is a graph database. Table 7 shows pseudocode for converting 
event logs. Even though the steps for converting event logs needs several times and costs, these steps 
decrease the time complexity of graph-based algorithms. 
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Table 7.  A pseudocode of constructing a graph-database based on the event log. 

No Steps of algorithm 

The input is an event log that contains names of activities, number of case or process, and execution time of activities 

1 Creating two lists of nodes, i.e., 1) a list containing all activities and their information in the event log, and 2) a list 

containing irredundant activities 

2 For id a) =1 to maximal_id b): 

3        act1 is a node that has id as its index storing and act2 is a node that has id+1 as its index storing 

4        For actbefore and actafter as nodes in the second list: 

5 if the number of case of act1 is same with that of act2, the name of act1 is same with that of actbefore, 

and the name of activity of act2 is same with that of node actafter: 
6 Creating SEQUENCE relation that connects node act1 and act2 

The output is a graph database having SEQUENCE relation. 
a)  id = the index storing of activities in the first list.  

b) maximal_id = the maximal index storing in the first list. 

3. Results and Discussion 

This research evaluates the graph-based algorithm and Alpha algorithm using four-event logs as the 
data set. The detailed data set is shown in Table 8. The complex event log of all event logs is the event 
log of port container handling. It is because this event log has a non-free choice and invisible tasks. All 
of the processes in those event logs are complete and right processes, so there are no noises in there. 
The performance metrics are calculated based on those event logs. Performance metrics that are used in 
this paper are fitness and precision.  The performance metrics and the time complexity are shown in 
Table 9.  

Table 8.  Event log for evaluation. 

The name of the 

process 

The 

number 

of cases 

Issues 

Noise 

(Y/N) 

XOR 

(Number 

Max 

Branch) 

OR  

(Number 

Max 

Branch) 

AND 

(Number 

Max 

Branch) 

Non-Free 

Choice 

Invisible 

Task 

Port container 
handling process 200 

v  
(3 branches) 

  v 
v 

(skip 

condition) 

N 

Certificate 

Formation process  
50  

v 

(3 branches) 
   N 

Cotton Production 
60 

v 
(2 branches) 

v 
(2 branches) 

   N 

The subprocess of 

Retail (Selling 

process and 

Recording Item 
Sales Journal) 

50   
v 

(4 branches) 
  N 

 

Based on Table 9, all of the graph-based algorithms have less time complexity than Alpha Miner and 
its expansions. Meanwhile, there are differences in terms of performance. The results of Alpha Miner 
and Alpha++ have higher fitness and higher precision than those of graph-based algorithm of parallel 
process and non-free choice. It is because Alpha Miner and Alpha++ can handle skip condition without 
an invisible task, while graph-based cannot. Then, both of graph-based non-free choice invisible task 
and Alpha$ has higher fitness and precision of the port event log because those algorithms can handle 
non-free choice and invisible task. Alpha Miner and its expansions cannot handle OR relation, so in the 
certificate event log, all of the Alpha algorithms have low fitness and precision. Meanwhile, graph-
database algorithms have high fitness and precision because those can handle OR relation. Based on 
Table 9, the number of branches of OR relation affects the performance of graph-based algorithms. 
Graph-based algorithms cannot handle OR relation with two branches because the number of arcs is 
similar to AND relation in the graph-database. There is no problem to depict a process model of sub-
process of retail because the issue is only AND relation. 
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Table 9.  Performance metrics and time complexity. 

Methods Event Logs 

Performance Metrics 
Time  

Complexity 
Fitness a) 

(0.0 – 1.0) 

Precision b) 

(0.0 – 1.0) 

Alpha Miner 

Port container handling 

process 
0.4 0.42 

O(𝑛4) 
Certificate Formation 

process 
0.0 0.0 

Cotton Production 0.6 1.0 

Subprocess of Retail 1.0 1.0 

Alpha++ 

Port container handling 

process 
0.4 0.63 

O(𝑛4) 
Certificate Formation 

process 
0.0 0.0 

Cotton Production 0.6 1.0 

Subprocess of Retail 1.0 1.0 

Alpha# 

Port container handling 

process 
1.0 0.28 

O(𝑛4) 
Certificate Formation 

process 
0.0 0.0 

Cotton Production 0.6 1.0 

Subprocess of Retail 1.0 1.0 

Alpha$ 

Port container handling 

process 
1.0 0.83 

O(𝑛4) 
Certificate Formation 

process 
0.0 0.0 

Cotton Production 0.6 1.0 

Subprocess of Retail 1.0 1.0 

Graph-Based Parallel 

Process 

Port container handling 

process 
0.2 0.33 

O(𝑛2) 
Certificate Formation 

process 
1.0 0.5 

Cotton Production 0.6 1.0 

Subprocess of Retail 1.0 1.0 

Graph-Based Non-Free 

Choice 

Port container handling 

process 
0.2 0.5 

O(𝑛3) 
Certificate Formation 

process 
1.0 0.5 

Cotton Production 0.6 1.0 

Subprocess of Retail 1.0 1.0 

Graph-Based Invisible 

Task 

Port container handling 

process 
1.0 0.28 

O(𝑛2) 
Certificate Formation 

process 
1.0 0.5 

Cotton Production 0.6 1.0 

Subprocess of Retail 1.0 1.0 

Graph-Based Non-Free 

Choice and Invisible 

Task 

Port container handling 

process 
1.0 0.83 

O(𝑛3) 
Certificate Formation 

process 
1.0 0.5 

Cotton Production 0.6 1.0 

Subprocess of Retail 1.0 1.0 
a) fitness = the metric of calculating the capability of delineating a log process into a model.  

b) precision = the metric of calculating the suitability of extracted processes of a model with processes of a log.  
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4. Conclusion 

Graph-based algorithms are algorithms for discovering a process model by storing both of activities 
and their relationships in a graph database and processing the graph database into a process model. 
Graph-based algorithms handle many aspects, such as parallel relationship, non-free choice constructs, 
invisible tasks, and non-free choice in invisible tasks. This research evaluates graph-based algorithms in 
the context of time complexity, fitness, and precision. The evaluation is comparing graph-based 
algorithms and Alpha Miner and its expansions, such as Alpha++, Alpha#, and Alpha$. Graph-based 
algorithms have less time complexity than Alpha Miner algorithm and its expansions. Then, out of all 
graph-based algorithms, the graph-based algorithm of non-free choice and the invisible task has higher 
fitness and precision. Meanwhile, all of the graph-based algorithms cannot handle OR relation with two 
branches. For future work, the graph-based algorithm of non-free choice and invisible tasks can be 
improved to handle OR relation with two branches. Then, the event log can be stored as a graph database 
directly, e.g., using Neo4j.  
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